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Getting Handsy
Engineering Objectives
My project is about designing, printing, prototyping, and 
constructing a 3d printed prosthesis that uses a 
myoelectric sensor to control the movements of the 
hand. I want the hand to use 4 servos and a arduino uno 
as the microcontroller. (Daniel A., Onshape) (Daniel A., 1st finger 

prototype.)

Results
● I successfully created a 4 fingered prosthesis that

used servos to actuate a hand.
● The prosthesis went through 2 major revisions.

The first is pictured above.
● The prosthetic is 3d printed using a pla filament

Project Design
I was helped heavily by my cousin on this project 
because he is a biomedical engineer and has done 
several projects like this before. I used onshape to 
design all iterations of the hand, and used the arduino 
web editor to write my code. 

● I used onshape to design the hand
● I used the arduino web editor to code
● My cousin bought me a arduino starter kit  that

comes wiith the materials to make the
hand(ELEGOO super starter kit Arduino UNO)



Introduction

My project is on designing a 3d printed prosthetic for hand amputees, It uses a 
arduino, a pushbutton, and 4 servos to control the movement. I was helped by my 
engineering cousin, he is a biomedical engineer and has built prosthesis before. I 
used arduino web editor to code because my school chromebook has disabled all 
programs, I used a arduino emulator named wowki since i couldn't afford to get a 
arduino by myself, however my cousin bought e a arduino starter kit that allowed 
me to build it fully.



Problem

About 1 in 10 amputees are unable to afford a reliable prosthetic, This leads to 
amputees being given a disadvantage in life for something they cannot control. My 
project is about designing a prosthetic that can be 3d printed by anyone and that 
can do simple tasks like holding items. The common prosthetic can cost 
thousands and some people are unable to afford the prosthetic themselves or are 
uninsured (The prosthetic foundation,  About Us Page). Quality of life for the 
handicapped is lower than other un-amputated individuals. 



Procedure

1. Acquire materials(arduino, laptop/computer, servos, breadboard, breadboard 
jumpers, pushbutton, resistor(10 ohm), 3d printer, 3d filament, 4 rubber 
bands, and fishing line)

2. Print out parts 
3. Upload code to arduino, attach button to arduino in correct configuration
4. Wire hand using fishing line and rubberbands.
5. finished



Results

The hand was successfully designed and is able to grab things, the hand is not 
the strongest since it uses materials to reduce cost. The code definitely could use 
polishing but i believe that it is good for my first engineering project. The project 
had 2 iterations with one being the prototype on my quad chart, it didn't work since 
the fingers have too little reach in order to actually grab things. The second 
iteration of the hand has a better finger design that actually have enough reach to 
grab things.



Discussion/Interpretation

My project had a couple of setbacks; I had a issue finding here i could print out the 
parts since the engineering class only has 2 printers to share between all oftheir 
class and i am not a part of their class so reliably being able to print out was a 
struggle and made it hard to prototype it. I went through 2 separate prototypes 
with one of them being shown in the quad chart, the 1st did not work correctly and 
didn't have the ability to limit it movement so the design couldn't work correctly, the 
second design is the final iteration and appears to be working well. 



Future Ideas & Implementations

One of my project ideas in the beginning was to make a 3d printed myoelectric 
prosthesis, I realized that i don't have the knowledge to 3d print, design, code, or 
wire a regular 3d printed hand so instead shifted y project to doing a regular 
prosthesis; However i still have a interest in making a myoelectric prosthesis due 
to the challenge of such a design, I could also shift my design to work with legs 
instead of hands. I want to use my knowledge of engineering to make other useful 
prosthetics such as a assistive exoskeleton, And other useful things.
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